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This paper considers the problem of scheduling jobs with release dates on a single machine to 
minimize the total weighted completion time. A branch and bound algorithm is proposed which 
incorporates three special features that contribute to its efficiency. Firstly, quickly computed 
lower bounds are obtained using a procedure which is based on job splitting. The job splitting 
methodology is shown to be applicable to a range of total weighted completion time scheduling 
problems. Secondly, the branching rule includes a release date adjustment mechanism which in- 
creases release dates at certain nodes of the tree with a view to tightening lotver bounds. Thirdly, 
the branch and bound algorithm includes a ne.< dominance rule for eliminating nodes of the 
search tree. Computational experience on problems 4th up to 50 jobs indicates that the proposed 
algorithm is superior to other known algorithms. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of scheduling jobs with release dates on a single machine to 
minimize total weighted completion time may be stated as follows. Each job of the 
set IV={&..., n} is to be processed without interruption on a single machine which 
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can handle only one job at a time. Job i (in N) becomes available for processing at 
its integer w/ease date ri, requires a positive integer processing time pi and has a 
positive (real) weight wi. Given a processing order B of the jobs, the (earliest) com- 
pletion time C;(a) for each job i can be computed. When no ambiguity results, we 
abbreviate C@) to Ci. The objecti ILO is to find a processing order of the jobs 
which minimizes the sum of weighted completion times CiEN WiCi. 
When all release dates are equal, the problem is solved by the SWPT rule of Smith 
[12]. This rule states that in an optimal schedule, the jobs are sequenced in 
nondecreasing order of pi/W;. The SWPT rule suggests that we may loosely refer 
to job i for which pi/Wi is smallest as the “best” job. Lenstra et al. [9] show that 
when jobs have arbitrary release dates and unit weights, the problem is NP-hard. 
Consequently, branch and bound algorithms have been proposed for this problem 
with unit weights by Chandra [4] and Dessouky and Deogun [S]. For the problem 
with arbitrary weights, Rinaldi and Sassano [I I] and Bianco and Ricciardelli [2] 
derive several dominance theorems. A branch and bound algorithm is proposed by 
Hariri and Potts [7] in which the lower bound is obtained using Lagrangean relaxa- 
tion. The use of various mixed integer programming formulations to generate lower 
bounds is investigated by Dyer and Wolsey [6]. 
In this paper we propose new brancil and bound algorithms. The lower bounding 
schemes are based on the idea of job splitting that is proposed by Posner [lo] for 
the problem of scheduling jobs with deadlines on a single machine to minimize total 
weighted completion time. This job splitting approach is further developed by 
Belouadah [I]. The job splitting method is explained in general in Section 2. A 
greedy heuristic, along with a sufficient condition for the heuristic to find an op- 
timal solution, is presented in Section 3. The results of Sections 2 and 3 are used 
in Section 4 to obtain strong quickly computed lower bounds for our problem. 
Section 5 gives a complete description of our branch and bound algorithms in- 
cluding details of a release date adjustment mechanism to increase release dates at 
certain nodes of the search tree and of a powerful new dominance theorem. Section 
6 reports on computational experience with the algorithms. Some concluding 
remarks are contained in Section 7. 
2. Job splitting 
The concept of job composition is extremely useful in solving precedence con- 
strained scheduling problems in which the objective is to minimize total weighted 
completion time (Lawler [8]). The key observation is that if it is known that job j 
is sequenced immediately after job i (i, je N; i#j), then the effect of replacing these 
two idbs by a single composite job with processing time pi+Pj and weight Wi+ Wj 
is to increase the total weighted completion time by Pj wi but otherwise leaves the 
problem unchanged. The inverse process whereby the (composite) job is split into 
its original jobs i and j decreases the total weighted completion time by Pj Wi. 
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In this section, job splitting is proposed as a general technique for obtaining lower 
bounds. Although we present results for our problem of scheduling jobs with release 
dates on a single machine to minimize total weighted completion time, this 
methodology is more generally applicable. 
First, it is convenient o introduce some terminology. A job i is split or broken 
into k pieces if it is replaced by new jobs i,, . . . , ik having positive processing times 
Pi,9 l**9 pi, and nonnegative weights Wi,, .. . . Will, where pi, + l . . +p,, =pi and Wi, + l . . + 
Wir = Wi; also, ri,=I) forj= 1, . . . . k. If job i is broken SO that pi,/Wi, = l . . =pi,/WiL = 
pi/Wi, it is a simple split; otherwise it is a general split. For convenience, we also 
refer to a complete job as a piece. 
Let .P denote the original problem with no split jobs and let P, be the corre- 
sponding problem in which job i is split into k pieces i,, . . . , iA where the pieces 
are constrained to be scheduled contiguously in the order (il, . . . , ik). Let 
N, z(l)..., i- l,i, ,..., i,,i+ l,..., n} be the set of jobs for problem P,. Clearly, 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the feasible schedules for P and 
P,. The following resuit relates to the total weigh ed completion times for these 
schedules. 
Theorem 2.1 (Posner). [f o L a feasible xchedule for P and q is the corresponding 
schedule for P, , then 
where 
C WiCi(O)- C ~ViCi(O~)=CBRK, 
ieN icNI 
k-l ’ 
CBRK = C Wi,, i pi; 
k = 1 j=h+ 1 
(1) 
The quantity CBRK may be thought of as the cost of breaking job i into k pieces. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 is that there is a one-to-one cor- 
respondence between optimal schedules for P and P, indicating that P and PI are 
equivalerlt. Let problem Pz be the relaxation of PI for which the pieces il, . . . , ix- are 
not required to be scheduled contiguously, although they are still constrained to be 
scheduled so that 4 _ 1 precedes 4 (d = 2, . . . y k), i.e., the pieces of i are subject to 
precedence constraints in the form of a chain. The use of problem P2 for obtaining 
a lower bound is explained by the following result. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose IT* is an optimal schedule for problem P and that a: is the 
corresponding optimal schedule for P, . If a$ is an optimal schedule for problem 
C WiCi(O”)+CBRKI C WiCi(OF)+CBRK= C W;Ci(o*). 
ieN, ic,V, ie 3 
Proof. The inequality results because problem P2 is a relaxation of problem PI and 
the equality holds from Theorem 2.1. El 
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Thus, the sum of CRRK and the minimum total weighted completion time for 
problem P2 provides a lower bound. Theorem 2.2 remains valid when several jobs 
are split in which case CBRK consists of contributions from each of these split jobs. 
Also, if each break in a job results from a simple split, then CBRK is independent 
of the ordering it, . . . 9 &. . For the case of simple splits, therefore, the chain pre- 
cedence constraints in problem P2 can be removed without destroying the validity 
of Theorem 2.2. 
The exact method by which jobs are split has yet to be discussed. The general idea 
is to split jobs in such a way that the resulting problem Pz corresponds to a special 
case for which the optimal schedule 0: is known. For example, it may be the case 
that problem P is efficient y solvable when all jobs have unit processing times. By 
using simple splits to break jobs into pieces that have unit processing times, problem 
P2 can therefore be solved to give a lower bound. Such a construction would, 
however, require pseudopolynomial time and a computationally faster problem 
dependent procedure is preferable. 
ft is appropriate to investigate how the choice of weights affects the quality of 
the bound when general splits are used. We define problem Pi to be identical with 
problem PI except hat the nonnegative weights for pieces it, . . . , ik are WI,, .. . , $1, 
where rr$, + .=- + w,: = wi. The following result gives sufficient conditions for 
problem Pi to give a better lower bound than problem P,. 
Theorem 2.3. If Ci = , w~,,s Ci =, w;,, for j= 1, . . . , k, then 
C W;C;(CyT)+CBRK’Z C wiCi(o”)+CBRK, 
ie,V, ieN:I 
where 0; is an optimal schedule for problem P2, a? is an optimal schedule for 
problem Pi and CBRK’ is obtained from (I) by replacing Wi,, with w,:,. 
Proof. If problems Pi and P2 are identical, then the result trivially holds. Other- 
wise, w,!,, <Wi,, and w,: > Wi, for some h and j satisfying 15 h < jzs k, where h and j 
are chosen as small as possible. Consider the new problem PT which is identical 
with problem Pi except that the weights for pieces i,, and $ are w,!,, +E and w,: - E, 
where E = min( Wi,, - w;,,, WI - Wi, } >O. Let w:, . . . , WC be the weights of pieces i,, . . . , ik 
for problem PT, and let CBRK” be obtained from (1) by replacing \Vi,, with wt. 
Then 
C M’j Ci(o”> + CBRK’- C ;Vy Ci(aP, - CBRK” 
ie NI ieNl 
However, Ci,(at) - Ci,,(of) 2 xi=,, + I pi, because pieces iI,, . . . , ij are subject to a 
chain precedence constraint. Let &* be an optimal schedule for problem P:‘, which 
yields CiEN, wyCi(a”)z Ciezv, W,I’Ci(p”). Therefore, 
(2) 
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The argument is now reapplied with problem P;’ replacing Pi; this is possible 
since cX=, WiiS zi=, Wi,, for j= 1 , . . . , k. After at most k - ! applications, the 
newly generated problem is identical with Pt. The sequence of inequalities of the 
form (2) which are generated yields the required result. Cl 
Corollary 2.4. The tightest lower bomd associated with & in Theorem 2.2 is 
obtained with weights wi, = 0 for j = I, . . . , k - 1 and WiA = wi. 
Theorem 2.3 establishes conditions whereby the lower bound given by weights 
VV,; (j= 1, . . . . k) dominates the one given by weights Wi, (j= 1, . . . . k). When these 
conditions are satisfied for each of several jobs that are split, the result that one 
lower bound dominates the other still holds. 
Finally in our general discussion, we should comment upon the relationship 
between our job splitting method and the approach in which job preemption is per- 
mitted. Obtaining lower bounds by allowing preemption is someiimes observed in 
the scheduling literature (Chandra, Carlier [33). For the job splitting case, the cost 
of job i is distributed amongst its pieces il, . . . , ik depending upon how the weights 
for these pieces are selected. However, in the preemptive problem where the process- 
ing of job i is interrupted to give pieces i,, . . . , ik with the same processing times as 
in the job splitting case, the cost of job i is associated solely with its last piece ik. 
In the job splitting approach it is possible to choose Wi, = 0 for j = 1, . . . , k - 1 and 
WiA = Wi in which case the two approaches are equivalent. Since job splitting allows 
other choices for weights, it may be regarded as a generalization of the method of 
obtaining lower bounds by allowing preemption. These preemptive lower bounds 
are at least as good as the job splitting bounds since Corollary 2.4 shows that 
weights Wi,=O for j= 1, . . . . k - 1 and Wir = Wi provide the best choice. However, 
when the preemptive problem is NP-hard as is the case for our problem of 
scheduling jobs with release dates on a single machine (Lenstra et al.), the job split- 
ting method is a viable alternative. 
3. A heuristic method 
In this section, we present a greedy heuristic which is applicable when there are 
(parallel chain) precedence constraints on the jobs. Sufficient conditions for it to 
generate an optimal schedule are also derived. The heuristic has two purposes. First- 
ly, the sufficient conditions &t-e used in the next section to derive a lower bound 
based on job splitting. In this context, parallel chain precedence constraints are 
assumed between the pieces created by breaking jobs. Secondly, it is used at the root 
node of our branch and bound search tree to generate an upper bound. 
Throughout this section, we assume that in addition to the release date con- 
straints, jobs are subject to precedence constraints defined by sets Bi of 
predecessors which are required to be sequenced before job i (iE N) and sets Ai of 
successors which are required to be sequenced after job i (i E -nJ). 
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Our neuristic (Heuristic H) is a greedy method: it uses a list scheduling procedure 
that gives priority to job i for which /Ji/‘Wi s minimal. More precisely, a sequence 
0” is constructed by the repeated selection of a job i from the set S’ of available 
jobs: job i is chosen, subject o the condition that no unnecessary idle time accrues, 
with ‘+‘ur; as small as possible to occupy the first unfilled position in 0”. The for- 
mal statement of the method given below defines a compietion time C,” for job 
i (iEN) together with the value WC representing the total weighted completion 
time. In the absence of precedence constraints, it is identical with the heuristic used 
by Hariri and Potts. 
Heuristic H. 
Step 1. Set S=(l, . . . . n>, u=O, t=O and WC=O. 
Step 2. Find S’=(i 1 iES,BinS=O}. If t<ri for all i&‘, set t=mini&ri>. 
Step 3. Choose iE S’ with ril t such that pi/Wi is as small as possible. Set 
li=U+ 1, a”(u)=& t=t+pi, CiH= t, WC= WC+ Wit and S=S- (i). If S#0, go 
to Step 2; otherwise stop. 
The following result gives sufficient conditions for Heuristic H to generate an 
optimal solution when precedence constraints take the form of parallel chains. 
These conditions state that if job i is processed when another job j is available, then 
i must be a “better” job than j and its successors. 
Theorem 3.1. When precedence constraints take the form of parallel chains, if for 
each job i (i E N), pi/WiSpk/H)k for all jobs k ilVhere k E Aj U (j] for every j with 
j$ Ai and with ri< C/‘< C’!‘, then Heuristic H generates an optimal solution. 
Proof. We show first that the result holds for the unit processing times problem in 
which pi= 1 for ie N. Let 0” be an optimal sequence for the unit processing times 
prob!em. If oH=@, then the result is established. Otherwise, suppose that j is the 
first position in which oH and o* differ, i.e., OH(i) = o*(i) for i= I, . . . , j- 1 and 
aH( j)#cr*( j). Let o*(k) = aH( j), where j< k by the choice of j. Also, let job 
5*( j’) be chosen, with j’ as large as possible, so that a*( j’) E (a*(i) ] i< k, o*(i) E 
A olci+J {a*(j)> ). Consider the sequence obtaineti from o* by interchanging jobs 
o*( j’) and a*(k). Since jobs a*(j’+ l), . . . . a*(k- 1) are neither predecessors of 
o*(k) (by the selection of job a*(k) in Heuristic H) nor successors of job a*(j’) 
(by the choice of j’), feasibility is maintained. Furthermore, since r,*,j,<C&)< 
Ci!cj,, o*(j) B Arretk, and a*( j’) E A o*(j,U {d:(j)), the conditions of the theorem 
give K+(~+ \v,*(~,. Therefore, this modified sequence in which jobs o*(j’) 
and o*(k) are interchanged is another optimal sequence. Repeating this process 
yields an optimal sequence in which job a”(j) is sequenced in position j. 
The entire argument can be repeated until an qhnai sequence is produced 
which is identical with oH. This establishes the result for the unit processing times 
problem. 
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Returning to general processing times, suppose that each job is broken, using 
simple splits, into pieces having unit process’ng times. A unit processing times 
problem with parallel chain precedence constraints results. The conditions of the 
theorem show that when Heuristic I-I is applied to this unit processing times 
problem, the same schedule is generated as that obtained by applying Heuristic H 
to the original problem and then breaking jobs into unit time pieces. Since from the 
first part of the proof the schedule for the unit processing times problem is optimal, 
Theorem 2.1 shows that the schedule for the original problem is optimal. El 
Roughly speaking, Theorem 3.1 states that if thiroughout the processing of each 
job i as scheduled by Heuristic H, there is no “better” job which is released but not 
yet processed (except possibly for the successorc o!’ job i), then an optimal solution 
is obtained. We refer to this condition as the best available property for job i. 
4. Lower bounds 
In this section, we describe a job splitting procedure which is used to derive two 
lower bounds. This procedure breaks jobs into pieces, using either simple splits or 
general splits, and also schedules the pieces. We show that this schedule is identical 
to that obtained by applying Heuristic H of the previous section to the pieces. Thus, 
Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 establish the validity of the lower bounds. We also show that 
the bound based on general splits dominates the bound based on simple splits. A 
numerical example illustrates the compl;tation of both bounds. 
Firstly, we describe a job splitting procedure (Procedure SP) which bears a close 
resemblance to Heuristic H. Our procedure follows Heuristic H (where initially 
Ai= Bi=0 for k N) except hat if during the processing of job i a “better” job j 
with pj/Wj<p;/W; becomes available, then job i is broken into two pieces SO that 
the first piece is completed at time rj and the second piece is placed in the list of 
unscheduled jobs. In the formal statement of the procedure below, job i (ic N) is 
initially labelled as il, so that after splitting when the pieces are labelled i,, iz, O.. the 
notation is consistent. Also, in Step 4 when splitting occurs, the instruction “obtain 
wit” is deliberately left vague so that both simple and general splits can be incoy- 
porated. 
Procedure SP. 
Step 1. Set r;,=~), pi,=pi and wi,= wf for kN, set S={ll ,..., nl>, u=Q, I=& 
WC = 0 and CBRK = 0. 
1 Step 2. If t<~ for all id, set t=miniEs{r;,. Choose ik E S with riL L t sUC\i 
that pi,/wi, is as small as possible. If rjr t +pi, for all je S with pj/Wj<P;,/Wi,, go 
to Step 3; otherwise go to Step 4. 
Step 3. Set u=u+ I, asPlu)=ik, t=t+pi,, C;‘=t, WC=WC+w;,t and S= 
S- (ix-). If S#0 go to Step 2; otherwise go to Step 5. 
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Step 4. Choose jE S with pj/Wj<P;&/Wi, such that rj is as small as possible. Split 
ik into two p&es i’ and i” where ri,=ri*e=ri, Pi,=rj-t, pi-=pi, -pi*, obtain Wi.3 
set W,m =WiA - Wi’ , u=u+ 1, asP(u)=i’, t = rj, C:’ = t, WC = WC + wilt, CBRK = 
CBRK + wi,pin, set S= SU (i”} - (ik} and relabel i’ and i” as ix- and ik+ 1 respective- 
ly. Go to Step 2. 
Step 5. Compute LBsp = WC+ CBRK and stop. 
Note that Step 3 of Procedure SP which corresponds to the case that job j is not 
split, is essentially the same as Step 3 of Heuristic H. In Step 4, job ik is split into 
two pieces i’ and i”. The first piece i’ is scheduled to be completed at time rj, while 
the second piece i” is labelled ik + l and is included in place of job ik in the set S of 
unscheduled jobs. It is easily verified that when Heuristic If is applied to the pieces 
generated by Procedure SP, the same schedule as in the splitting procedure is 
produced (assuming that ties amongst pieces with the same pi/CVi ratio are suitably 
broken). Thus, the value LBsp computed in Step 5 is seen from Theorem 2.2 to be 
a valid lower bound provided that the weights Wi* are obtained to fulfil the 
conditions of Theorem 3.1. 
We now describe Pmcedure SS in which all pieces are broken using a simple split. 
Thus, in Step 4, Wi* is obtained using Wi*= pip wi/pi. When Heuristic H is applied to 
the pieces generated by Procedure SS to yield ass, whilst piece i is processed, for 
any piece j which is not yet scheduled (C/k CJF), but which is available (rj< C,!), 
we have pi/rviIpj/‘rVj. Thus, the best available property is satisfied (irrespective of 
whether parallel chain precedence constraints are imposed on pieces of split jobs), 
so Theorem 3.1 establishes LBss as a valid lower bound. 
Procedure SS uses precisely the same ideas as those in the lower bounding scheme 
of Posner for the problem in which each job has a zero release date and a deadline. 
We aim to improve these lower bounds by allowing general splits. 
In Step 4 of Procedure SS, weights are assigned using Wi*=pi* Wir/Pir =pi* Wi/pi 
and Wif*=pi- Wi,/pik ‘pit’ Wi/pi m If, alternatively, weights are assigned using a 
general split SO that Wi*<pie Wil/Pir and w;“= Wia - Wi*>pirl Win/PiA, then a larger pro- 
portion of the original weight is assigned to the piece i” ‘taving the larger completion 
time. This latter choice of weights is preferable. However, to satisfy Theorem 3.1 9 
w,f cannot be so small that a piece %her than i’ is chosen at time t. Also, WY cannot 
be so large that i” is “better” than pieces scheduled between times ri and t. As 
pointed cut in Section 2, fx general splits the ordermg of the pieces is important, 
SO precedence constraints in the form of a chain specify that piece ii_ I precedes 
piece 4 for j=2, . . ..k. 
Procedure GS is described now in which Wi. is obtained by allowing a general 
split SO that the conditions of TtiLx-em 3.1 are satisfied. In Step 4 of Procedure SP, 
piece i’ is scheduled in the interval [t,rj]. To ensure that no “better” piece is 
available before time rj, we first define 
El = {h 1 heS- (ik>, ri,<rj) (3) 
and, if El #0, let el =minAEE, (ph/qJ; if El =0, let el = 00. By ensuring that 
pil/WitlQl, ir is clear that none of those pieces, chosen from S, which are currently 
available during the processing of piece i’ is “bea er” than i’. However, by itself, 
this is not sufficient to guarantee that all conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. 
Consider a piece h which is scheduled before piece i’, where h does not originate 
from job i and ri<CS;‘. By choosing Wi~~>pi~~ W ,/pi, there is a possibility that 
pi,,/wi~~<p~~/W,~, i.e., during the processing of h, a “better” piece i” is released but 
not processed. To avoid this situation, we define 
Ez= {dh) 1 h su, a(h)+ for j= l,..., k- 1, 
csi] > ri 9 P~(l,)~ivc7(h) > Pi’t/wi, > - (4) 
The elements of E2 are pieces scheduled before i’ and do not originate from job i. 
Also, these pieces are completed after the common release date ri of the pieces af 
job i and are chosen so that piece i” could be “better” than each of them. If E,#0, 
let e2 = mw,, Ed ( Pi, /w,,}; if Ez=0, let Qz=pitl/Wik. By ensuring that pi*~/Wi~~ZQ~, 
the best available property remains satisfied for pieces scheduled before i’. To 
obtain the smallest nonnegative weight wjl for piece i’ (which implies that Wit* =
Wil. - Win is the largest weight for piece i”) subject to pi*/Wi’SQ, and pi-/WittZQz, 
we set 
Wi’ = lllaX(pi~/@j, Wik -pirf/@z > l (3 
Thus, in Procedure GS the value Wi’ is obtained from (5). 
To verify that the value LBGY given by Procedure GS is a valid lower bound, 
suppose that Heuristic H is applied to the pieces generated by Procedure GS. 
Precedence constraints in the form of a chain are imposed for each job that is split, 
to obtain the schedule CJ ” Through the use of sets El and E2 to obtain Wit, it is . 
easily seen chat the best available property is satisfied for the schedule generated by 
Heuristic K Thus, from Theorem 3.1, LBGs is a valid lower bound. 
Due to the way in which wi’ is determined in Procedure GS, it may be regarded 
as a greedy method since the weights Wi’ and Wilt are chosen in an attempt to 
maximize the contrldution to tke lower bound of these two pieces without regard 
to the effect on subsequent decisions. This choice of weights may not yield the best 
possible bound c,,f the genera1 job splitting type. However, initial experiments in- 
dicate that the greedy method does provide satisfactory bounds. 
Example. Consider the lo-job problem given in Dyer and Wolsey for which the 
data are given in Table 1. 
Table 1. Data for the first example 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I; 0 1 3 8 8 11 12 16 23 27 
PI 7 4 5 3 8 3 1 5 6 9 
W, 5 2 2 6 1 20 4 12 5 10 
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Table 2. Schedule generated by Procedure SS 
i 11 21 41 61 71 22 81 23 91 101 92 31 51 
r; 0 I 8 It 12 I 16 1 23 27 23 3 8 
Pi 7 1 3 3 1 1 5 2 4 9 2 5 8 
HI 5 1 I(1 T 6 20 4 + 12 1 3 10 f 2 I 
p 7 i 11 14 15 I6 21 23 27 36 38 43 51 
The schedule generated by Procedure SS is given in Table 2. The values WC = 
x \v;CTS = 1378.33 and CBRK=++1+$=9.17 give the bound LBss=1387.5. 
For Procedure GS, the schedule is given in Table 3. To explain the calculation 
of the weights for the split jobs, consider the first execution of Step 4 where t=7 
and ik = 2{. Step 4 chooses j = 4, and splits 2, into pieces 2’ and 2” where ~2~ = 1 and 
y?- = 3. To find w?,, the sets El = (3, ) and E, =0 give el = + and e2 = 3. Thus, 
from (S), w2. = maxi+, 0) = $. The second execution of Step 4 occurs when I = 15 
and ik = 2,. At this stage the values j= &, p2’ = 1 and pzw= 2 are obtained. Seta 
E, =(3,,5,) and E,= (11> yield Q, =+ and @I=; which give wzf=max{$,~) =$. 
The last execution of Step 4 occurs when t =23 and ik = 9,. Pn this case j= 10,) 
pg. = 4 and psPP = 2. Since El = { 3,, 5, ) and & = 0, the value wge = + is obtained. 
From WC = C w,. C’Fs = 1389 and CBRK= 5.2, the bound LBGs= 1394.2 is 
obtained. It is interesting to note that in the schedule given in Table 3, the pieces 
9: and 9? which originate from the same job are sequenced in adjacent positions. 
This situation cannot occur for simple splits, however. Thus, effectively, only job 
2 is spiit by Procedure GS. 
We observe from the example above that LBGs L LBss. The following result 
establishes that this is always the case. 
Theorem 4.1. LB,,> LBss. 
Proof. Let fss and PCs be the problems generated by creating pieces according to 
Procedures SS and GS respectively. Also, let pss and pGs denote the unit processing 
times problems obtained by using simple splits to break the pieces of problems Pss 
and I& respectively. We use the notation ~9’ and mts (j= 1, . . ..pi. idV) for the 
weights of the pieces in pss and pGs. Also, let 8’ and 6”’ denote the schedules 
generated from 0” and aGS (0” and oGS are constructed by Procedures SS and 
GS respectively) by breaking jobs into pieces having unit processing times. 
Table 3. Schedule generated by Procedure GS 
i II 21 4 61 7, 2, 81 23 91 92 101 31 51 
‘; 0 1 8 11 12 1 16 1 23 23 27 3 8 
I’, 7 1 3 3 1 1 5 2 4 2 9 5 8 
II’, 5 z. 
;r 
6 20 4 
ps 
* 12 f fi 
I 7 11 14 15 16 21 23 2; 
v 10 2 1 
29 38 43 51 
When Pkkstic H is applied to problems pss and &, the schedules ess 
and b”’ are generated (assum1r.p that an appropriate choice of piece is made 
when weights are equal), and Theorstn 3.1 shows these schedules to be optimal. 
Thus, we dezluce from Theorem 2.2 that 8” and iT_” provide lower bounds, and 
the values of these bounds are equal to LBss and LBGs respectively. To establish 
the result, we show that the weights in i5 ss and & satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 2.3. 
For Pss, where a simple split is applied to piece ik , we have pi*/Wio =pi*/Wi*. 
Thus, in pssl the weights satisfy IV?, = $s for j = 2, . . . 3 pi (i E N). On the other 
hand, when Procedure GS breaks a piece ik into pieces i’ and i”, we clairi that the 
weights satisfy pi~/Wi’Zpi~~/Wi~~. This claim is clearly valid when Wil=O. To justify 
the claim wkn Wi’> 0, we show that Wi*,‘pil I Wir/pir, or equivalently Wi”/pI”Z 
WiA/piA. Firstly, if WiR=pir/Ql in (5), then by the choice of ik and j in Procedure 
GS, we obtain the inequality pi* /Wi, ~QI, which yieids the required result. Alter- 
natively, if H,,= Wir -pim/Qz in (5), then by the best available property for the 
current partial schedule, we have pi,IWi, 2~2 from which the required result 
follows. Having established our claim, we deduce from it that in problem &s, the 
weights satisfy i$‘, 5 iVy fcr J=& . . . ,pi (if iv). Therefore, z{=, WE’S c{ =, iifs 
for j= 1, . . . . pi (iEN). We now deduce from Theorem 2.3 that the lower bound 
obtained from problem j5Gs dominates that obtained %om problem I’ss and hence 
LB,,kLB,,. KI 
Although Theorem 4.1 shows that i BGS dominates LBSs, some extra computa- 
tion is needed to handle sets E, and Ez when general splitting is used. Even if this 
extra computation is worthwhile, Procedure SS is still useful as will be seen in the 
next section. 
Our final result of this section establishes the time requirements of LBss and 
LBtis. 
Theorem 4.2. LBss requires O(n log n) time an LBGs requires O(n2) tilne. 
Proof. To determine ti;e maximum number executions of the various steps 
of Procedure SP, we first observe that a s t can occur only at the release 
date of some piece. Since the smal!est release te cannot generate a split, there 
are at most tz - 1 splits giving a maximum of 2n - 1 pieces. Therefore, Steps 2, 3 
and 4 are executed no more than 2n- 1 times, while Steps 1 and 5 are executed 
once only. 
Prior to applying Procedure SP, jobs are listed in nondecreasing order of ri. For 
jobs i, where ic S and rir t, a heap data struct!lre is used to store the values pi/~?;. 
For the computation of LBss, constant time is required in Step 4 to obtain Wit; 
however, O(n) time is required to compute Wit usi g sets El and E2 in tk computa- 
tion of LBGs. It is easily verified that LBss requires O(n log n) time, whereas LB,s 
requires 0(n2) time. Cl 
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5. lkw.41 and bound algorithms 
In this section, we give details of branch and bound algorithms which use one of 
the job splitting bounds of the previous section. Special consideration is given to 
some dominance rules which are used to eliminate search tree nodes. 
Each algorithm applies Heuristic H of Section 3 at the root node of the search 
tree to generate an upper bound. Also, each algorithm uses a forward sequencing 
branching rule. This produces earch trees in which nodes at level I represent initial 
partial sequences in which jobs in the first I positions are fixed. The advantage of 
our forward branching procedure is that once a job has been sequenced, its comple- 
tion time is immediately computed and it can be discarded from consideration in 
all successor nodes. 
We now present some dominance rules which restrict the choice of jobs to be 
sequenced first. Most of these rules appear in the literature. However, the last rule 
(Theorem 5.4), which uses ideas from our job splitting procedure, IS new. We show 
that the first of these rules enables release dates to be increased at certain nodes of 
the search tree. Let r* = mini,, {ri) be the smallest release date. The following 
result relates to the scheduling of the “best” job which is available at time r*. 
Theorem 5.1. If job i is chosen with ri = r* SO that pi/Wi is as small as possible, 
then there exists an optimal schedule in which i is either sequenced first or is 
sequenced immediately after some job k where pJwk < pi/Wi . 
Proof. If job i is sequenced immediately after some job j \Ilith pj/WjLPi/wi, then 
by interchanging j and i the total weighted completion time does not increase 1121. 
This argument is repeated until job i is either sequenced first or is sequenced im- 
mediately after some job k with Pk/Wk<Pi/Wi. Cl 
The following result of Bianco and Ricciardelli indicates when the “best” job 
dominates other jobs. This theorem generalizes a similar result for the case of unit 
weights by Dessouky and Deogun. 
Theorem 5.2 (Bianco and Ricciardelli). If job h is chosen so that p,,/w,, = 
. 
mini, ,$I (pi/Wi >, then there exists an optimal schedule in which job h is sequenced 
before each job j (j f h) that satisfies rj 1 rl,. 
Rinaldi and Sassano propose the following dominance theorem. It states that the 
machine should not be kept idle throughout a time period within which another job 
can be completely processed. Let (r + p) * = mini, N {ri +pi} be the earliest 
completion time of the job sequenced first. 
Theorem 5.3 (Rinaldi and Sassano). If rj> (r + p)* for any job j, then there is no 
optimal schedule in which job j is sequenced first. 
Hariri and Potts use a forward sequencing branching rule FS in which each job 
j is a candidate to be sequenced first. If rjL (r+p)*, then job j is discarded as a 
candidate according to Theorem 5.3. Further candidates j (j f h) for which rjr rjl, 
where p,,/w,, = mini, N (pi/wi), are discarded using Theorem 5.2. 
We propose a forward sequencing branching rule with release date adjustment 
RDA which is based on Theorem 5.1. More precisely, job i is cho::en with ri = r* so 
that pi/Wi is as small as possible. Job i is a candidate to be sequericed first. When 
other candidates are considered (assuming pi/Wi# rn& N (pk/wk}), job i is not 
sequenced first. In this case, from Theorem 5.1, it is sequenced after some job k 
with px-/wk<pi/wi to start not earlier than time rk +pk. Thus, when other 
candidates are considered, the release date of job i may be reset using ri= 
min{rk +pk 1 k EN, pk/w, <pi/Wi). This process is now repeated using the reset 
release dates. The value r* is recomputed and the “best” job with release date r* 
is found. This job is a candidate to be sequenced first. When further candidates are 
considered its release date is reset. The process continues until either the current can- 
didate is the “best” job, or r*r(r+p)* (where (r+p)* is computed using the 
original release dates). At this stage, Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 eliminate all further jobs 
as candidates. Note that the repeated use of Theorem 5.1 in this scheme makes 
Theorem 5.2 redundant. 
Example. Consider again the IO-job problem for which the data are given in 
Table 1. Clearly, r*= 0 and (r+p)*= 5. At time r*, job 1 is the “best” available 
job and is the first candidate. During the consideration of other candidates in 
branching rule RDA we reset rl = r, +p4 = 11. We now have r* = 1 which produces 
job 2 as the second candidate. To generate other candidates we reset 
rz=r4+p4= 11. We now have r*- - 3 which produces job 3 as the third candidate. 
There are no further candidates because upon resetting r3 = r4+pC1 = 11 we obtain 
r*=8>(r+p)*=5. 
Our next contribution in this section is to establish a new dominance theorem. In 
particular, if job i is chosen as in Theorem 5.1 and there is at least one job k with 
pA/wk <pi/Wi, then we establish sufficient conditions for job i to be sequenced 
first. Let K = (k 1 k E IV, pk/wk <pi/Wi) . Suppose that Procedure SS of Section 4 
is used to schedule the jobs of N- (i} until every piece generated from the 
jobs of K is scheduled. For this application of Procedure SS, each time the last 
piece of a job of K is scheduled, it is convenient o compute the total weight of all 
pieces currently scheduled. Let Tdenote the set of IKI times at which the last pieces 
of the jobs of K are completed. At each such completion time t (t E T) let P, = t - r* 
and let Wr be the total weight of all pieces scheduled up to time t. Our result is as 
follows. 
Theorem 5.4. If pi/WiI P,/ W, for each t E T, then there exists an optil7lal schedule 
in which job i is sequenced first. 
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Proof. Consider any optimal schedule and suppose that job i is not sequenced first. 
Then from Theorem 5.1 it is sequenced immediately after some job k, where k E K. 
If T denotes the completion time of job k in this sequence, let P * = r - r* be the total 
processing time and W* be the total weight of jobs scheduled in the interval [r*, 51. 
We now claim that pi/wir P*/ W* when the assumptions of the theorem hold. 
To justify this claim, consider the schedule obtained by applying Procedure SS 
to the jobs of N- (i}. Let [t’, t”] be the time interval, where t’ and t” are integers 
satisfying r*c I’< t”, during which the machine is not totally idle. Notice that a ratio 
R ,;r” =(f’-t’)/W,y,, can be computed, where the value Wl::#! is the total weight 
of pieces scheduled in [t’, z”] and is computed by summing the contributions Wj/pj 
for each unit of processing of each job j that is scheduled in this interval. Consider 
time f’ which is chosen as follows so that it is equal to the completion time of the 
final piece of some job of K as scheduled by Procedure SS. If a piece of some job 
of K is scheduled in [T - 1, T], then r’ is chosen as small as possible subject to 5% r; 
otherwise it is chosen as large as possible subject to t’s r. In the former case where 
T’Z r, throughout he interval [-c, T’] pieces of jobs of K are scheduled which implies 
that A, T*<pi/IzIi. Also, from the conditions of the theorem, pi/WiI Prg/ Wrl= 
R ,.*, Te. Since, R,., T’~ max{ R,., *, R, ,*I, we deduce that R,, i L R,.* TlIpi/Wi. Alter- 
natively, when r’(r, throughout the interval [T’, r], either the machine is idle or 
pieces of jobs of N-K - (i] are scheduled which implies that R,e,,Zpi/N9i. Also, as 
before, pi/Wil P,p/ WT, = R,., Ta. Therefore, we have R,.*, T I min( R,, *I, RTn, ,} I 
pi/W;. We have now established that R ‘.* TLpi/Wi for both choices of 5’. Procedure 
SS is a greedy method in which the largest available weight is assigned to any time 
interval. In particular, the total weight assigned in the interval [r*, T] is at least as 
large as the weight W* in our optimal schedule. Therefore, P*/W*r R,,,rpi/wi 
which establishes our claim. 
TO complete the proof, the jobs sequenced in the optimal schedule within the 
interval [r*, T], including any idle periods, are regarded as a composite job with 
processing time P” and weight W*. Job i is sequenced immediately after the com- 
posite job. Since p’/bViI P *I W*, job i may be interchanged with the composite job 
without increasing the total weighted completion time. This interchange yields an 
optimal schedule in which job i is sequenced first. cl 
We now discuss the implementation of our new dominance rule. Firstly, job i is 
selected and the set K is found. Procedure SS is applied to schedule jobs of N- {i> 
until the last piece of any job of K is scheduled. If this last piece is compieteci at 
time t and if p’/rvi> P’/ WI, then the conditions of Theorem 5.4 cannot be satisfied 
and the test fails. Alternatively, suppose that pi/rVir P/ W, . At this stage, let p, 
denote the total processing time of the pieces of K not scheduled by Procedure SS 
and let @, be their total weight. If pi/cviI(P, + Ij,)/( W, + p,), then the test 
succeeds. This is because for any last piece of a job subsequently scheduled by 
Procedure SS to be completed at time t’, if pi/WiS(P, + P,)/( IV, + w,), then 
pi/l~“5 Pf'/'N<'. (The ratio P,t/W,I is obtained from (P, -t p,) and (W, + w,) by 
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deleting pieces of the set K having a ratio less than pJr~~ and including pieces of the 
set N-K- {i> having a ratio at least as large as pi/wi.) This latter test is a 
computation saving device aimed at the early termination of scheduling by 
Procedure SS. If pi/Wi>(Pl+ p,)/( W,+ I%‘,), then scheduling by Procedure SS 
continues until the last piece of another job of K is scheduled. The process is applied 
either until the conclusion of success or failure is reached or until all pieces of the 
jobs of K are scheduled. In the latter case, we have pi/w+ PJ W, for each f E 7’, so 
the test succeeds. 
This new dominance theorem aims to show that job i is sequenced first so that 
other candidates are not considered. It may be used in conjunction with either of 
the branching rules FS or RDA. With rule RDA, if the test fails and alternative can- 
didates are considered after ri is reset, the method could be reapplied. However, 
since the first test has already failed, the likelihood of any further tests succeeding 
is reduced. Yherefore, this dominance test is applied at most once at each branching 
under both FS and RDA in an attempt o show that job i may be sequenced first. 
The branching rules FS and RDA and the dominance theorems are applicable at 
any node of the search tree corresponding to an initial partial sequence 6. If d 
denotes the set of unscheduled jobs and if C(a) is the completion time of the last 
job of 0, then release dates of unscheduled jobs are reset using r, = max(ri, C(o)} 
for each i E 6. Now, all results of this section remain valid when applied to the jobs 
of b. For each node of the search tree that is not eliminated, the dynamicprogram- 
ming dominance check described by Hariri and Potts (Theorem 4 of their paper) is 
used. This compares the initial partial sequence at the node under consideration with 
the corresponding initial partial sequence when the final two jobs are interchanged. 
If the total weighted completion time decreases and no increase in machine idle time 
is observed, then the node is discarded. For remaining nodes a lower bound is 
computed. A newest active node search selects a node from which to branch 
It is interesting to evaluate the various features that can be incorporated into our 
branch and bound algorithms. In particular, the performance of LBss and LBos 
should be compared with that of the lower bound LBHP proposed by Hariri and 
Potts (which they call LB’). Also, branching rules FS and RIM should be com- 
pared. Finally, the effect of our new dominance test (Theorem 5.4) should be 
assessed. Our algorithms may be represented as (LBD, BR, DOM), where LBD E 
(HP, SS, GS) according to which of the lower bounds LBHP, LBss or LBos is used, 
where B&E (FS, RDA) according to which branching rule is used and 
DOM E {D, - > according to whether or not the new dominance test is applied. 
6. Computational experience 
The branch and bound algorithms were tested on problems with 20, 30, 40 and 
50 jobs that were generated as follows. For each job i, an integer processing time 
pi from the uniform distribution [ 1, 1001 and an integer weight Wi from the uniform 
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distribution [ 1, lo] were generated. Since the range of release dates is likely to 
influence the effectiveness of the algorithms, an integer elease date ri for each job 
i was generated from the uniform distribution [OJOSnR], where R controls the 
range of the distribution. The value 50.5n measures the expected total processing 
time. For each selected value of n, five problems were generated for each of the R 
values 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0 and 3.0 producing fifty problems 
for each value of n. These problems are generated using the same method as the test 
problems of Hariri and Potts. Furthermore, both sets of test problems are identical 
except hat some of the integers differ by 1. (The difference is because the Hariri 
and Potts problems were generated using the FORTRAN IV compiler on a CDC 
7600 which is now replaced by a FORTRAN V compiler with which the current 
problems are generated.) 
The algorithms (HP, FS, -), (SS, FS, -), (GS, FS, -), (SS, RDA, -), (SS, FS,D) 
and (GS,RDA, D) were coded and run on a CDC 7600 computer using the 
FORTRAN V compiler. Our teb_s are designed to investigate the following 
important issues. Firstly, since (HP, FS, -) is currently the most effective algorithm, 
its performance provides a suitable standard against which our new algorithms can 
be compared. In particular, it is interesting to investigate whether algorithm 
(SS, FS, -), which is obtained simply by substituting the lower bounding procedure 
LBss for LBHP, is superior. Secondly, the usefulness of the various devices which 
aim to improve efficiency should be investigated. This is achieved by a comparison 
of algorithm (GS, FS, -) which improves the lower bound through the use of general 
splits, of algorithm (SS, RDA, -) which uses release date adjustment in its branching 
rule and of algorithm (SS, FS, D) which employs the new dominance test. Lastly, the 
performance of algorithm (GS, RDA, D) which uses all three of these improvement 
devices requires evaluation. 
Computational results comparing the six algorithms are given in Table 4. For each 
algorithm, whenever a problem was not solved within the time limit of 60 seconds, 
computation was abandoned for that problem. Thus, in the top half of Table 4, 
Table 4. Comparative computational results (ACT: Average computation time in seconds (or a lower 
bound on the average if there are unsolved problems), NU: Number of unsolved problems (if any), ANN: 
Average number of nodes (or a lower bound on the average if there are unsolved problems)) 
n (HP,FS,-) (SS,FS,-) (GS,FS,-) (SS,RDA,-) (SS,FS,D) (GS,RDA,D) 
ACT: NU 20 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 
30 1.51 0.72 0.61 0.32 0.53 0.23 
40 14.82: 7 13.24: 5 12.24: 5 7.11: 3 6.58: 2 3.79 
50 31.10:21 30.16121 29.02:21 19.71:10 24.25:13 15.73: 8 
ANN 20 172 176 138 122 108 70 
30 2254 2096 1314 744 1075 345 
40 24372 27804 17762 12350 13252 432 1 
50 41818 51919 33383 28350 23074 14152 
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Table 5. Computational results for algorithm (GS,RDA,D) (APD: Average percentage deviation of 
LBcis from the best known solution, MPD: Maximum percentage deviation of LBoS from the best 
known solution, ANS: Average number of splits generated by Procedure CS, Nl: Less than 100 nodes, 
N2: At least 100 nodes and less than 1000 nodes, N3: A* !east 1000 nodes and less than ‘1 -30 nodes, 
N4: More than 10000 nodes) 
n 
Initial lower bound 
APD MPD ANS 
Frequencies of numbers of noties 
Nl N2 N3 N4 
20 0.87 2.96 6.5 40 10 0 0 
30 0.81 2.55 10.8 13 33 4 0 
40 0.68 1.97 14.8 10 19 14 7 
50 0.54 1.53 18.5 3 15 15 17 
some of the figures represent lower bounds on the average computation time (with 
an unsolved problem contributing 60 seconds). Similarly, in the bottom half, some 
of the figures represented lower bounds on the average number of nodes (with the 
number of nodes generated at the time of abandonment used in computing the 
average). 
We first note from Table 4 that algorithm (SS,FS, -) is more efficient than 
algorithm (HP, FS, -). Its superiority is best observed for n = 30 where the average 
computation time is less than one half of that for algorithm (HP,FS, -) and the 
average number of nodes is slightly less. For n =40 and n = 50, the unsolved 
problems hinder a comparison. It appears that the lower bounds generated by our 
simple job splitting bounding procedure are comparable with the Hariri and Potts 
bounds. However, the computational requirements for the job splitting procedure 
are substantially less. 
A comparison of results for algorithms (GS, FS, -), (SS, RDA, -) and (SS, FS, D) 
with algorithm (SS, FS, -) shows that each of the improvement devices is successful 
both in restricting the size of the search tree and in reducing computation time. 
However, the incorporation of release date adjustments into the branching rule and 
the inclusion of our new dominance theorem have a greater impact than the 
improvement of lower bounds through the use of Procedure GS. 
An examination of the final column of Table 4 shows that the best results are ob- 
tained by including all three improvement devices rather than one alone. Algorithm 
(GS, RDA, D) is able to solve all 40-job problems within the time limit and numbers 
of unsolved problems for n - - 50 are reduced. These eight unsolved problems occur 
when R = 0.6, R = 0.8 and R = 1 .O, which confirms the findings of Hariri and Potts 
that these problem classes are hardest. 
More detailed results relating to our most efficient algorithm (GS, RDA,D) are 
shown in Table 5. The first columns provide information on the performance of the 
lower bound LBos at the root node of the search tree. The average and maximum 
percentage deviations of LBGs from the value of the best known solution (i.e., the 
average and maximum values of IOO(UB- LB&/UB, where UB is the optimal 
solution value for solved problems and is the best known solution value for unsolved 
problems) are listed, together with the average number of splits generated by 
Procedure GS, which is also a measure of the quality of LBcis. Although in terms 
of percentage deviations Table 5 shows LB,s to be a fairly tight bound, it is only 
effective in restricting the search tree to a reasonable size for up to about 40 jobs. 
The growth in numbers of search tree nodes as n increases i  observed from the last 
columns of Table 5 which list the numbers of problems having search tree sizes 
within several different ranges. 
7. Concluding remarks 
We have developed a branch and bound algorithm (GS, RDAJ) which is clearly 
superior to previous algorithms. One feature that contributes to its success in solving 
medium-sized problems is the use of Procedure GS to obtain fairly tight quickly 
computed lower bounds. These bounds LBGS, which use general splits, represent a
significant improvement over the simple splitting bounds proposed by Posner. 
Other importanr features which help to restrict the search tree are the release date 
adjustments incorporated into the branching rule and the new dominance theorem 
(Theorem 5.4). Computational experience shows the importance of using all these 
devices if computation times are to be kept within reasonable limits. 
We note that all the results of Section 2 hold when jobs, which are subject to 
release date, deadline and precedence constraints, are to be scheduled on identical 
parallel machines. For the case of general splits, pieces of the same job are subject 
to a chain precedence constraint and must be scheduled on the same machine. 
However, for simple splits, a valid lower bounci is obtained from Theorem 2.2 if 
these constraints are relaxed, thereby allowing different machines to process pieces 
of the same job concurrently. An interesting topic for future research would be to 
determine how widely this job splitting technique can be usefully applied. 
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